Targeted gene disruption: applications in neurobiology.
In classical gene inactivation approaches by homologous recombination in embryonic stem cells, the resulting knockout mice are genotypically homogeneous. The inactivation of a gene in the complete organism may sometimes lead to early embryonic lethality. The observation that bacterial recombinases can drive site-specific recombination in mammalian cells has allowed for spatiotemporally controlled genetic modifications. Thus, conditional gene inactivation can be achieved in a specific subset of cells, leaving the rest of the organism genotypically unchanged. Another application of bacterial recombinases is the generation of exon-specific knockout mice, allowing for the analysis of the role of tissue-specific splice variants. A combination of the above-mentioned bacterial recombinase technique with inducible promoter systems permits the investigator to choose precisely the onset of recombination. An extension of the above-mentioned techniques is the combination of the bacterial recombinase technique with adenovirus-based technology, which would open vast possibilities of tissue-specific genetic modifications in a controlled time frame.